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Please indicate what procedures Ameren field personnel follow when disconnecting 
residential customers due to nonpayment. In the response, please indicate what if any contact 
is provided to the residential customer subject to disconnection at the time of disconnection. 

Prepared By: Jacqueline K. Voiles 
Title: Director - Regulatory Affairs 
Phone Number: 217-535-5269 

RESPONSE 

Customer contact is attempted before the actual physical disconnection. The customer 
receives a bill which provides all pertinent usage and balance information along with a due 
date. If unpaid, the customer receives a disconnect notice in accordance with IL Admin 
Code Part 280 giving the past due balance and a date in which it needs paid to avoid 
disconnection. The notice contains literature describing payment arrangements, assistance 
options, payment options, and the Call Center phone number and hours of 
operation. Additionally, each residential customer receives an automated call again advising 
them of the balance and the date by which to pay. Balance and payment information is 
available 2417 both through the phone system and on Ameren Illinois' website. 

After all attempts to solicit payment have failed, the disconnection order is sent to the field to 
be worked. The field technicians work from terminals in their vehicles which operate in real
time. Any arrangements or payments made by the customer update their systems 
immediately. Customers are given up to the point of physical disconnection to make 
payment and/or payment arrangements. Upon arriving at the customer's premises, the field 
technician attempts to make contact by knocking at the door. If the customer is home, the 
technician can speak with the customer and hand deliver a door tag. That door tag gives the 
Call Center phone number, website information, a phone number for Western 
UnionlSpeedpay to make payments as well as a safety message regarding the main breaker 
and pilot relight. If the customer is not home, the technician will hang the door tag at the 
customer's front entrance. 
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